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Command Syntax Conventions

The conventions used to present command syntax in this book are the same conventions
used in the IOS Command Reference. The Command Reference describes these conven-
tions as follows:

■ Boldface indicates commands and keywords that are entered literally as shown. In
actual configuration examples and output (not general command syntax), boldface
indicates commands that are manually input by the user (such as a show command).

■ Italic indicates arguments for which you supply actual values.

■ Vertical bars (|) separate alternative, mutually exclusive elements.

■ Square brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional element.

■ Braces ({ }) indicate a required choice.

■ Braces within brackets ([{ }]) indicate a required choice within an optional element.
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Introduction

Since the first Cisco Press book on the fundamentals of 802.11 networks, much has
changed. Wireless local-area networks (WLAN) have grown dramatically in size and
scope, creating changes for traditional wireless deployment architectures. Many of the
challenges with prior generations of wireless networking designs have been greatly
reduced with development of the Cisco Wireless Unified Network (CUWN) architecture.
The Cisco Unified approach has allowed wireless networks to efficiently scale to meet
new requirements and business needs. WLAN controllers rapidly became the dominant
wireless architecture and have been standardized through the IETF Control and
Provisioning of Wireless Access Points (CAPWAP) protocol. CAPWAP defines an indus-
try-standard protocol for how controllers manage wireless access points. The other foun-
dational change to wireless has been the increased performance supported by the 802.11n
amendment to the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard. While the controller removed the
management and scaling constraints, 802.11n is removing many of the performance con-
straints with wireless networking. The results have been a shift from wireless networks
being a convenience to becoming mission-critical for most organizations.

This book focuses on introducing the concepts and reasoning behind controller-based
wireless and higher-performance wireless networks. The elements of wireless LAN con-
troller (WLC)–based WLANs are introduced, and the goal is to provide an update on
many of the fundamentals that have been introduced since the publication of the Cisco
Press 802.11 fundamentals book. This book is targeted toward IT engineers who are new
to wireless controllers, 802.11n, Wireless Control System (WCS), wireless multicast, and
mission-critical wireless networks. This book should be viewed as an introduction to
wireless controllers and the knowledge needed to support life cycle design and support
of controller-based architectures. Organizations new to wireless controllers and those
migrating from legacy wireless networks to controller-based and 802.11n wireless net-
works will find this book to be a valuable guide.

This book also has a wealth of knowledge gleaned from the authors’ experiences in terms
of guidelines, deployments, and configuration of wireless LAN architectures.

Goals and Methods

The goal of this book is to introduce you to the concepts and principles of mission-criti-
cal, high-performance, controller-based wireless LAN deployments. To accomplish this,
the book includes the following elements:

■ Drivers for the migration to controller architecture: The book covers the evolution,
challenges, and reasoning about why WLAN controllers have become essential in
modern WLAN deployments.

■ Elements of the controller-based wireless architecture: The book introduces each
of the elements in the end-to-end controller-based wireless architecture.

■ Wireless controller WLAN design and implementation: The book includes details
on how to design and implement WLANs with wireless controllers.
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■ Wireless security with a wireless LAN controller: This book covers the key princi-
ples of security WLANs with a wireless LAN controller.

■ Wireless multicast design and implementation: This book covers the key principles
of both wired and wireless multicast implementations within the wireless LAN con-
troller.

Who Should Read This Book

This book is planned and written for network engineers who design, configure, imple-
ment, and maintain wireless networks, with an emphasis on WLAN controller basics,
802.11n principles, wireless architecture designs, and wireless network management. This
book also focuses on the “newbie” to wireless networking in the hopes of clarifying the
alphabet soup commonly known as IEEE 802.11 and introducing the key principles to
designing and managing a wireless architecture.

How This Book Is Organized

Although this book can be read from cover to cover, it is designed to be flexible and
allow you to easily move between chapters and sections of chapters to learn just the
information that you need.

The book covers the following topics:

■ Chapter 1, “The Need for Controller-Based Wireless Networks”: This chapter
describes the evolution of WLANs and the principles that drove the development of
the wireless LAN controller.

■ Chapter 2, “Wireless LAN Protocols”: This chapter explains radio wave fundamen-
tals so that you have the basis for understanding the complexities of deploying wire-
less LANs.

■ Chapter 3, “802.11n”: This chapter describes the key features provided by 802.11n.
802.11n increases the performance and reliability of WLAN through protocol
improvements and the support for multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) radio sys-
tems. The concepts on how MIMO improves performance are presented.

■ Chapter 4, “Cisco Unified Wireless LAN Security Fundamentals”: This chapter
explains the key elements of wireless security in the unified wireless networks.

■ Chapter 5, “Design Considerations”: This chapter provides a background and con-
sideration for designing unified wireless networks.

■ Chapter 6, “Cisco Unified Wireless LAN Architectures”: This chapter explains the
details of the unified wireless LAN architecture.

■ Chapter 7, “Troubleshooting”: This chapter focuses on how to troubleshoot client
issues using the unified wireless networks.



■ Chapter 8, “Introduction to WCS”: This chapter provides an overview of the key
features and principles and configuration steps that you should complete when
deploying a wireless LAN management solution. This chapter also navigates you
through the key menus within the WCS management platform, highlighting the key
elements in planning, designing, and configuring the Cisco Unified Wireless
Network architecture.

■ Chapter 9, “Next-Generation Advanced Topics: Multicast”: This chapter focuses
on both the wired and wireless design and implementation phases of multicast. This
chapter takes a deep approach to multicast, with a detailed emphasis of controller-
based multicast design best practices and principles.

xvi Controller-Based Wireless LAN Fundamentals



Chapter 4

Cisco Unified Wireless LAN
Security Fundamentals

“New Vulnerability Allows Hackers to Penetrate Wireless Networks!” screams the head-
line in the newspaper or periodical. Perhaps the accompanying article describes some
new theoretical vulnerability announced by a security research group that (surprise!)
offers wireless LAN (WLAN) security consulting services. Or maybe it’s a WLAN vendor
that, quite naturally, not only “discovered” the new vulnerability but also offers the indus-
try’s “only” or “best” solution. Or maybe the accompanying article contains a sensational-
istic description of how some “white hat” hacker demonstrated a new tool to exploit a
WLAN or network attack vector at a security conference. Quite often, what’s “new” is
just a variant of what’s old—a new exploit tool for a well-known vulnerability, for exam-
ple. But then, every once in a while, articles of this ilk describe a significant new develop-
ment that gravely impacts the industry.

Unfortunately, many journalists—even those writing for industry and technical publica-
tions—struggle to grasp even the fundamentals of WLAN technology, let alone the intri-
cacies and complexities of WLAN security threats and their full ramifications on net-
work design and implementation. It’s shocking how often vulnerabilities common only in
consumer WLAN implementations are applied in hysterical, sweeping generalizations to
all wireless networks.

This is not to say that there aren’t real security threats with WLAN networks; there defi-
nitely are some significant security challenges for WLAN network designers and opera-
tors. But the challenges are, for the most part, manageable when reality is filtered out of
all the hype and the problem domain is well understood. Indeed, we often observe that
the WLANs our customers deploy are more secure than their companion wired networks!

This chapter discusses the fundamentals of wireless LAN security in the context of the
Cisco Unified Wireless Network (CUWN). An in-depth discussion and analysis of
WLAN security can be its own book. In fact, there are already a number of excellent
books available on the topic of WLAN security. Some favorites are listed in the references
at the end of this chapter.
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This chapter begins with an introduction of the security risks with WLAN technologies
and continues with an explanation of technology building blocks that address and miti-
gate the risks.

When you are done reading this chapter, you should have sufficient background information
on WLAN security. The security concepts discussed in this chapter are woven throughout
the fabric of the CUWN. Indeed, one of the real benefits of the CUWN architecture is that
it simplifies the design, deployment, and operations of security for your WLAN.

Understanding WLAN Security Challenges

You should know the vulnerability points of any network you are trying to secure and
understand how the bad guys try to exploit them. How else do you separate the real
from the hype and design sensible security policies and select the right WLAN security
technologies?

This would be a good place for one of those hackneyed quotes about the importance of
knowing your enemy from the likes of Sun Tzu’s The Art of War. But all the good quotes
we know of have already been used ad nauseum by other authors. So we’ll spare you
(and ourselves).

Instead, let’s move right into discussing the security risks. The discussion that follows
centers on the places where WLANs have security exposures as opposed to specific
attacks and flaws. Basically this is because books have a long life, and by the time you
read this, today’s latest, greatest WLAN exploits might be old news. But the risk points
remain the same. The risks discussed are as follows:

■ Vulnerabilities inherent to the radio transmission medium

■ Vulnerabilities inherent to the standards definitions

■ Vulnerabilities inherent to mobility

■ Readily available profiling and attack tools

■ Misconfigured wireless devices and clients

■ Rogue access points and devices

After concluding the following sections, you should have a good overview of the real
risks associated with WLANs and be ready to take a closer look at the building blocks
that address these vulnerabilities.

Vulnerabilities Inherent to the Radio Transmission Medium

WLANs have inherent vulnerabilities arising from the use of the airwaves and radio waves
as the transmission medium. The two significant problem areas are

■ Physical containment of transmissions

■ Use of the unlicensed radio spectrum
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The sections that follow look at these problem areas in greater detail.

Physical Containment Problem

With an Ethernet LAN, eavesdropping or attacking the network from the inside requires
physical access to the network. Typically, an attacker must be able to connect a machine
to a switchport in the network somewhere. Violating the network’s security requires vio-
lating physical security.

This is not the case with WLANs. The basic physics of the transmission medium creates
a physical containment problem. WLANs use radio signals over the air as the physical
transmission medium. After a radio signal leaves its source, whether it is an access point
or a wireless client, the signal travels through the air in many directions, and you have lit-
tle or no control over the signal propagation.

Any listener with an antenna tuned to the right frequency and within range of the WLAN
can “hear” the transmissions of both clients and access points. Skilled attackers know
how to use high-gain directional antennas to profile and eavesdrop on WLAN networks
from far away. But even relatively unskilled attackers can hear your WLAN pretty easily
with simple tools.

If an attacker can hear transmissions in the unlicensed spectrum using readily available
equipment from the WLAN coverage area, it’s only logical that the attacker can also
transmit into the WLAN coverage area relatively easily to cause big problems. Attackers
might do this for one or more reasons. For example, the attacker might simply be trying
to create a denial of service by using up available radio channel time. The attacker could
also be trying to spoof a legitimate wireless device. It’s not uncommon for an attacker to
spoof a legitimate access point to try to trick wireless clients into connecting to the
attacker. 

Unlicensed Radio Spectrum Problem

The physical containment problem is exacerbated by the use of the unlicensed radio
spectrum in both the 2.4-GHz and 5-GHz bands. Other types of wireless networks—for
example, the cellular phone carrier networks—enjoy a certain amount of “security by
obscurity” because they have a dedicated radio spectrum allotted to them by a regulato-
ry agency. While that doesn’t solve the physical containment problem, it makes it much
harder for an eavesdropper or attacker because he has to obtain or build special equip-
ment and tools to attack the network. This typically requires sophisticated knowledge
and technical skills. It is also illegal.

On the other hand, with WLANs, attackers can use off-the-shelf equipment and open-
source software attack tools. The skills and knowledge level required are moderate. Also,
because the spectrum is unlicensed, the legal questions are much more abstruse.

WLANs can be susceptible to competition with non-802.11 devices that use the same
radio channels in the unlicensed spectrum. From the 802.11 WLAN’s perspective, this
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competition is considered noise, and if strong enough, can significantly degrade the net-
work’s performance. Common products that use some of the same spectrum as the
WLAN are Bluetooth wireless devices, 2.4-GHz cordless phones, and microwave ovens.
Legitimate devices don’t represent a security problem per se, but they can affect WLAN
availability, creating a de facto denial of service. Malicious attackers can use jammers to
the same effect.

One of our favorite stories from Cisco sales lore comes from a customer bake-off between
Cisco and a competitor for a large WLAN deal. The Cisco pilot was going very poorly
and Cisco engineers were completely baffled because every failed test case in the pilot
environment worked perfectly in Cisco labs. After many sleepless nights and much con-
sternation, the mystery was solved. The competitor was camping out in a van outside the
test environment with a doorless microwave oven jamming the airwaves during the pilot!

While this story is almost certainly apocryphal, it does illustrate how a legitimate prod-
uct can be used nefariously and how the unlicensed spectrum makes the WLAN suscep-
tible to RF jamming attacks. 

Vulnerabilities Inherent to the Standards Definitions

The underlying IEEE 802.11 standards definitions have some inherent vulnerabilities,
which fall into two categories:

■ Authentication and encryption weaknesses

■ Unauthenticated management and control frames

The sections that follow look at some of the details.

Authentication and Encryption Weaknesses

Put simply, authentication controls access to the network and networked resources by
using techniques that identify who and which devices are allowed onto the network and
those that are not. Encryption protects data frames in transit on the network, using cryp-
tographic algorithms to obfuscate the frame content. When you consider the vulnerabili-
ties inherent to the transmission medium, it’s pretty obvious why both authentication and
encryption are really important security concepts with WLANs.

The original IEEE 802.11 specification was released in 1997 and called out a mechanism
for authentication and data privacy called Wired Equivalent Privacy, or WEP for short.
This name is telling because it reflects the original goals of the standards designers—to
provide a wireless data privacy mechanism roughly equivalent to what you get with a
wired Ethernet network. In other words, it was supposed to be as hard to break WEP
encryption as it is to violate an enterprise’s physical security to gain access to the wired
network. The WEP standard was designed to be a trade-off between “reasonably strong”
security and implementation simplicity and exportability.
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WEP is based on the shared-secret concept. Both end devices of a WLAN connection
share a secret WEP key. The WEP key can be used to authenticate wireless devices; if a
device has the secret WEP key, it must be authorized!

The WEP key is also used to encrypt data transmissions between each end of the WLAN
connection. The original 1997 version of the 802.11 specification called out 40-bit WEP
keys. In 1999, the specification allowed expanding the key length to 104 bits. These keys
are statically configured on the devices that will use the WLAN. 

As 802.11 WLAN technology started to take off, a lot of smart people in the crypto-
graphic community started to take a good look at WEP as a security mechanism. In 2000
and 2001, several landmark papers were published detailing critical problems with WEP.
If you’re really interested, these papers are listed in the references at the end of this chap-
ter, and they make for excellent reading to combat insomnia.

Not long after these papers were published, exploit tools appeared on the scene. These
tools are now readily available on the Internet and are pretty easy to use, even for
novices. So the most important thing to know about WEP is that it is irreversibly cracked
and should never be used. It bears repeating: WEP is totally ineffective for data privacy
because of cryptographic flaws; don’t use it.

Recognizing that WEP was not the answer to WLAN security, the IEEE formed the
802.11i task group to come up with a robust security scheme for the future. The 802.11i
task group’s work was ratified in 2004.

While the 802.11i standard was in draft form, the Wi-Fi Alliance released its own require-
ments based on a subset of the 802.11i standard. The first iteration of these requirements
was called Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA). An update to these requirements is based on
the complete, ratified 802.11i standard and is called Wi-Fi Protected Access Version 2
(WPAv2). The industry as a whole has moved toward 802.11i/WPAv2-based security, and
that’s where you should be too. Later in the chapter, you will learn more about WPAv2. 

Unauthenticated Management Frames

Recall from the basics of 802.11 WLANs that there are three kinds of frames: control,
management, and data frames. Discussions of WLAN security weaknesses are incom-
plete without noting that the 802.11 specification lacks an authentication mechanism for
management frames. 

The lack of authentication for management frames opens the door to a variety of denial
of service (DoS) attacks. For example, an attacker runs a tool that spoofs disassociation
and/or deauthentication management frames from the access point.

These DoS attacks can be run in conjunction with other attacks. For example, if you have
a WLAN using Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol (LEAP) for authentica-
tion, an assailant could spoof deauthentication messages to all the users connected to an
access point in the hopes of capturing username and password hash combinations when
the client devices reauthenticate. If some username and password hash combinations get
retrieved, an offline dictionary attack is used to crack as many passwords as possible.
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LEAP is covered later in the chapter, but the attack just described is why LEAP should
not be used anymore. Coverage of LEAP has been included solely for historical and edu-
cational reasons. 

Vulnerabilities Inherent to Mobility

The freedom offered by mobility is why we love wireless technologies; however, when it
comes to WLANs, the same mobility that is the primary driver for adopting the technolo-
gy also creates some security challenges.

One of the big challenges in an enterprise is figuring out how to handle roaming end
users securely. Wireless clients regularly leave their association with one access point to
reassociate with another access point. These wireless clients cannot just reassociate; they
must be reauthenticated and generate new encryption keys. This means that the wireless
client devices must carry some kind of security context with them so that the system can
support fast reauthentication and rekeying if you want to avoid adversely affecting laten-
cy-sensitive applications like voice.

There are other problems inherent to mobility that are less related to technology and
more related to end-user behavior. Suppose that you’ve deployed a secure WLAN in your
enterprise, using the strongest authentication and encryption technologies available. You
are confident in the strength of your WLAN security in your enterprise. But then, how
do you secure the laptops of your road warriors when they connect to public hotspot
WLAN networks in airports and coffee shops?

Consider what could happen when a senior executive in your enterprise uses her laptop
to connect to an open network in an airport. There is probably some of your enterprise’s
important intellectual property and strategic information stored on that laptop in the
form of documents, spreadsheets, PowerPoint presentations, and emails. You don’t want
an attacker compromising that valuable data. You also don’t want that laptop catching a
virus from another computer connected to the same wireless network. That laptop needs
to be protected! 

A similar problem arises with home WLAN networks. Home WLAN devices are very
common these days. Usually, these are commodity devices from the local electronics
megastore that don’t always support the strongest security. Most end users aren’t all that
technical and don’t pay much attention to security. These users get easily confused con-
figuring security settings. Walk around any neighborhood with a WLAN sniffer and you
will see that most home users don’t give much attention to the physical containment
problem either. Now when your enterprise users take their laptops home and connect to
their home WLANs, how do you trust that the device is not vulnerable?

It can get worse too. A former neighbor of ours is a telecommuter, working as a market-
ing consultant for a large Fortune 500 company. His employer supplied him with a hard-
ware Virtual Private Network (VPN) solution. Quite innocently, he decided it was a great
idea to add a wireless access point so that he could enjoy working outside on nice days.
And as you’d expect from a marketing consultant, his access point was configured with
weak security. It never occurred to the neighbor that computers connected behind the
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hardware VPN client have a free ride onto his employer’s corporate network through the
VPN tunnel. 

Misconfigured Wireless Devices and Clients

The previous section reviewed some of the security challenges inherent to mobility.
Another issue that is often related is misconfigured wireless client devices. Client devices
usually get misconfigured when users tinker with the client supplicant settings on their
own, usually when they are trying to set up their home WLAN or connect to a public
WLAN hotspot.

Wireless network devices, like access points, can get misconfigured too. We’ve been on a
customer site where we (temporarily) crippled WLAN security during troubleshooting.
This isn’t necessarily a dumb thing to do; in this customer’s case, we were troubleshoot-
ing issues with wireless client associations and were eliminating authentication and
encryption as variables while working on RF issues. But it’s pretty easy to forget to turn
the security back on, especially after an all-night troubleshooting session!

Enterprise-class WLAN implementers can be presented with a dizzying array of configu-
ration options, especially when it comes to some of the authentication and encryption
settings. Even the most experienced network manager can make mistakes and inadver-
tently leave the network exposed in some way. 

Rogue Access Points and Devices

Consider an enterprise with a wireless network deployment utilizing Extensible
Authentication Protocol–Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) authentication and
Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol
(CCMP) for privacy. Don’t worry if these concepts are foreign to you because they’ll be
explained shortly. Suffice it to say, for now, that this is a very strong authentication and
encryption approach.

Now suppose though, that in some of the buildings, the access points are placed improp-
erly so that some labs and conference rooms along the building periphery get poor radio
coverage and users have difficulty connecting to the wireless network, and when they do
connect, they experience very bad performance. Take it as axiomatic that people love the
freedom of wireless mobility, so the poor end-user experience in the conference rooms
and labs creates an unintended incentive for employees to deploy “rogue” access points.

Some employee, almost inevitably and quite innocently, will bring a cheap, commodity
access point from the local electronics superstore into one of the conference rooms or
labs with poor coverage, find a free Ethernet jack, and deploy an unauthorized, rogue
access point, probably with weak security at best.

Clearly, this represents a catastrophic network security hole. The conference room or lab
locations along the periphery of the building almost guarantee that the access point radio
signals will be accessible from outside the building. Attackers frequently look for poorly
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secured WLANs to exploit, and it doesn’t take much in the way of technical skill to find
them. If and when an unauthorized user associates to the rogue, the user has free access
to the enterprise network and can do all sorts of nefarious things. 

In this example, the authorized wireless network is securely implemented with strong
authentication and encryption. But while there is no glaring weakness with the official
wireless network, there is a serious wireless security problem!

This example illustrates what Cisco has often called the “frustrated insider” rogue access
point. These are rogue access points deployed by insiders out of frustration because of
no wireless access or rotten WLAN performance.

There’s an entire different class though of “malicious attacker” rogue access points and
devices. These are rogue wireless devices implemented by the bad guys for the singular
purpose of compromising your network. It’s not hard to imagine a parasitic attacker tail-
gating an employee in your enterprise to bypass building security, then finding an avail-
able Ethernet jack and deploying a rogue access point that he can later exploit from out-
side the building.

There is also software readily available that can turn any computer with a wireless net-
work interface card into a software-based access point. Attackers use these software-
based access points to entice wireless clients to connect to them. After a wireless client
connects, the attacker attempts to trick the wireless client into giving up valuable infor-
mation, or else the attacker compromises the client device in some way. This attack vector
is especially effective in public hotspot environments. 

Readily Available Profiling and Attack Tools

So far, you’ve learned about the vulnerability characteristics of the radio transmission
medium, vulnerabilities in the standards definitions, vulnerabilities introduced by mobili-
ty, and the challenge of rogue access points.

All the problems are exacerbated by the proliferation of profiling and attack tools on the
Internet that exploit the basic vulnerabilities in WLANs. Many of these tools are very
easy to get started and not hard to use. There are bootable Linux CDs that include all the
latest tools and client card drivers that make running these attacks “chimp simple.”

Addressing the WLAN Security Challenges

The security challenges presented by 802.11 WLANs can seem daunting; however, do
not despair, because there are solutions! Based on experience, WLAN deployments are
usually more secure than their parallel, wired networks. Now that you’ve been introduced
to the major vulnerabilities in 802.11 WLANs, this section takes a look at the solutions.

Table 4-1 documents a mapping between the major WLAN security challenges and the
solutions.
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Table 4-1 WLAN Security Challenges and Solutions

WLAN Security Challenge WLAN Security Solution(s)

Vulnerabilities inherent to the radio transmis-
sion medium

Strong authentication and privacy

Vulnerabilities inherent to the standards
definitions

Strong authentication and privacy,
Management Frame Protection

Vulnerabilities inherent to mobility Fast, secure roaming; secure management and
policies

Misconfigured wireless devices and clients Secure management and policies

Rogue access points and devices Rogue AP management and wireless intrusion
prevention systems, secure management and
policies

Readily available profiling and attack tools Secure management and policies

The sections that follow take a more in-depth look at the solutions.

Background on Strong Authentication and Privacy

If you think about the challenges presented by the radio transmission medium and the
standards definition, the most logical and only practical mitigation strategies introduce
strong authentication and data privacy through encryption. The need for strong authenti-
cation and data privacy extends to roaming clients, which must be reassociated and reau-
thenticated quickly while securely preserving data privacy. But what are the specific
requirements for strong authentication and privacy? To answer that question, you need to
consider how the 802.11 WEP-based security model is flawed.

How WEP Encryption Works

Previously, this chapter established that WEP is broken on the cryptographic front and
shouldn’t be used; however, it’s useful to look briefly at how WEP works to establish
some baseline knowledge for later in the chapter. 

The WEP encryption is based on the symmetric RC4 cipher algorithm developed by Ron
Rivest at RSA Security Inc. A symmetric cipher algorithm uses the same encryption key
for encryption and decryption. Figure 4-1 illustrates the entire WEP processing model
for a packet.
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There are a couple of things to note about RC4 first. RC4 encrypts data one byte at a
time. This is because RC4 is a stream cipher, as opposed to a block cipher, which oper-
ates on chunks of data. For each byte of data input into the encryption algorithm, an
encrypted byte of data is output. Note also that the RC4 algorithm is reversible.
Inputting plain text and the encryption key into the RC4 algorithm yields cipher text.
Inputting the cipher text and the same encryption key into the RC4 algorithm yields the
plain text.

Notice how the WEP key is prepended with an IV, or initialization vector, prior to being
fed into the RC4 algorithm. The IV is a 24-bit value that is different per packet, ensuring
a different encryption key per packet. Note that we said different instead of unique. You
can never truly have a unique encryption key per packet in the WEP processing model
because the WEP key portion is static and there are only 224 IVs available. Eventually, the
IV space will be exhausted and the WEP processing model needs to start reusing IVs.
Also, the encryption key per packet cannot be unique because there will be multiple
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client devices using the same connection. Each client has its own IV sequence, meaning
that multiple clients could use the same IV.

The IV is not kept secret because the receiver needs to know which IV has been used to
encrypt the packet in order to decrypt the packet. In fact, as Figure 4-1 shows, the IV is
transmitted in the clear. 

The combined IV and WEP key are fed into the RC4 algorithm. Specifically, the com-
bined value is used to seed the RC4 key stream generator. The purpose of the key stream
generator is to output a pseudorandom sequence of bytes, called the key stream, that are
used to scramble the plain text. Remember though, that every time an identical IV and
WEP key pair are input into the RC4 algorithm, the same key stream will be generated.

The plain text is a combination of the data in the MAC protocol data unit (MPDU),
which is a chunk of data from a higher-layer application and a 4-byte Integrity Check
Value (ICV). The ICV is a value computed over the MPDU data using the CRC-32 algo-
rithm. The ICV is intended to provide protection against message tampering in transit.
That’s why the CRC-32 value is computed before encryption.

The combined data and ICV are then encrypted by the RC4 algorithm using the key
stream. The encryption mechanism used by the RC4 algorithm is simply the bitwise
exclusive OR (XOR) operation. The plain text is XORed with the key stream, and the
result is considered the cipher text.

The cipher text is inserted into the data frame body along with the clear text IV and the
key ID of the WEP key used for this particular packet. Remember that the 802.11 speci-
fication calls for up to four WEP keys, so the receiver needs to know which key to use
for decryption. The MAC header is prepended to the data frame body, and the frame
check sequence (FCS) is computed. Next, the entire frame is handed down the protocol
stack to be transmitted by the radio. 

When the frame is received on the receiving end, the process is essentially reversed. The
IV is stripped out of the frame’s data body, the key ID is used to select the correct WEP
key, and the IV and WEP key are combined and fed into the key stream generator. The
encrypted cipher text is extracted from the frame body and XORed with the key stream,
yielding the plain text. The ICV is computed over the data portion and compared to the
ICV computed by the sender. If it matches, the data in the frame has not been tampered
with and it is accepted. If the ICV does not match, the frame is rejected because the sys-
tem assumes that the data has been modified in transit.

So now that you understand the WEP processing model, the section that follows exam-
ines how the 802.11 specification uses WEP and why it’s broken!
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How WEP Is Broken

To determine why WEP isn’t a good security solution, you need to look at some practical
problems and then look at the cryptographic problems with WEP. 

For now, ignore the cryptography and consider just the practical aspects of using static
WEP for data privacy. Remember that WEP keys have the following properties:

■ They are static: They can’t be changed except by reconfiguring all access points and
stations.

■ They are shared: All access points and stations share the same WEP keys.

The static property of WEP keys creates a management headache when it comes to key
distribution. It isn’t much of a challenge to configure WEP keys in a small office or home
network when there are only one or a few access points and a few end stations. If there are
many access points and end stations, however, this is a major problem. Configuring WEP
keys isn’t just a problem when devices are initially provisioned; as you are about to learn,
WEP keys should be frequently rotated to mitigate some cryptographic weaknesses.

Now, think about the shared key property. Basically, this means that every WLAN device
on the network has the capability to decrypt any other device’s encrypted frames.
Maybe that doesn’t matter in some deployments, but then again, it probably does in oth-
ers. Do you want your colleagues decrypting and reading some of your email messages?

Those are just some of the practical problems intrinsic to the specification. There are
some major cryptographic problems with WEP, too. As previously noted, as 802.11
WLAN technology started to take off, a lot of smart people in the cryptographic com-
munity took a good long look at WEP as a security mechanism and identified catastroph-
ic flaws.

We’ll keep it simple here and not go into all the details of birthday paradoxes, bit-flipping,
and weak IVs. The reference material at the end of the chapter provides that information.
In a nutshell, the big cryptographic problems center around several areas: IV choice,
reuse, transparency, flaws in the integrity-checking mechanisms, and weak RC4 keys.

802.11 Authentication

In the base 802.11 specification, there are basically two kinds of authentication: open
authentication and shared-key authentication. Figure 4-2 illustrates open authentication.

802.11 Association Request 
“Can I associate?”

802.11 Association Response 
“Yes, you can associate!”Wireless Client

Access Point

Figure 4-2 802.11 Open Authentication
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As you can see, open authentication is exactly that—completely open. It isn’t designed to
authenticate the end-user device in any way. As long as the association request includes a
valid service set identifier (SSID) on the access point, the device is allowed access to the
network. When open authentication is used with static WEP encryption, there is some
access control because each end-user device needs to know the WEP key to transmit any
data after associating with an access point.

You might ask, why would a standards body allow free and open access to the WLAN?
Well, there are many applications where open access to the network satisfies business
objectives. Many universities view the WLAN as an open resource and thus provide no
authentication or access control. Open authentication is sometimes used for guest access
solutions in enterprises and supplemented with some kind of portal-based access control.
It’s also used in most public hotspots, typically supplemented with the service providers’
access and authentication framework layered on top of the 802.11 open authentication.

Now what about shared-key authentication? Figure 4-3 illustrates shared-key authentica-
tion.

As you can see from Figure 4-3, the authentication is provided by a challenge, challenge-
response mechanism. The access point sends an arbitrary 128-bit value as challenge text
to the station requesting access. The station encrypts the challenge text using the WEP
key and sends this as the challenge response. If the WEP key is shared correctly
between the AP and the end-user device, the AP should be able to decrypt the challenge
response and compare it to the challenge text. If it matches, the station is allowed
access. Simple enough.

If you take a closer look, however, there’s a mutual authentication deficiency. The AP is
authenticating the station, but what allows the station to trust that the challenge response

802.11 Association Request 
“Can I associate?”

802.11 Association Response
“You passed the challenge...

you can associate!”

 Encrypted Challenge
Response

Plaintext Challenge

Wireless Client Access Point

Figure 4-3 802.11 Shared-Key Authentication
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is from the correct AP? The answer is...nothing! The station has no way of knowing
whether the challenge text comes from a legitimate AP or an AP impersonator.

But it gets worse. An eavesdropper watching this transaction just saw a plain-text mes-
sage (the challenge) and its corresponding cipher text (the challenge response). Now, if
the eavesdropper takes the plain text and XORs it with the cipher text, she gets the key
stream corresponding to that IV!

Unfortunately, the 802.11 specification allows for IV reuse, so if the vendor implementa-
tion is sloppy, the eavesdropper might be able to use the recovered material to authenti-
cate herself and start sending packets into the network. Worse, the next time the eaves-
dropper sees a frame with that IV, she can use the recovered key stream to decrypt the
cipher text by simply XORing the cipher text with the key stream. If she’s patient, she
can build enough of a key stream database to decrypt a lot of cipher text. 

As you can see, shared-key authentication is worse than no authentication because it pro-
vides a false sense of security.

Oh, and maybe you noticed something else about both open and shared-key authentica-
tion. Curious? There is no user-based authentication. Device-based authentication, like
802.11 open and shared-key authentication, does not prevent unauthorized users from
accessing networked resources from authorized machines. Think of the problem present-
ed by lost or stolen assets! 

Addressing the Strong Authentication and Privacy Challenges

After having reviewed the issues with the base 802.11 specification and WEP for authenti-
cation and privacy, a set of basic requirements for real authentication and privacy emerges:

■ User-based authentication

■ Mutual authentication

■ Dynamic, per-session, and per-user cryptographic keys

■ Larger IV space than 224

■ Stronger cryptographic algorithms than RC4

■ Backward compatibility with RC4-only-capable client devices

■ Strong message integrity checks

■ Scalability and manageability

These are the basic requirements for strong authentication and privacy addressed by the
IEEE 802.11i task group charter. The work of the 802.11i task group resulted in a new
802.11 amendment that defines the following:

■ Two types of networks: The Transition Security Network (TSN) and the Robust
Security Network (RSN)
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■ New data privacy and integrity models: Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP)
and CCMP

■ An authentication framework based on IEEE 802.1X and EAP

■ Dynamic cryptographic key management

TKIP includes techniques to protect cryptographic keys through key mixing and packet
counters and a Message Integrity Check (MIC) algorithm. TKIP is designed to be back-
ward compatible with legacy WEP equipment.

CCMP is an algorithm for data privacy and integrity based on the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES). CCMP is stronger than TKIP but is not backward compatible with legacy
equipment that cannot support AES.

The IEEE 802.1X standard defines an algorithm for port-access control that requires
client devices to authenticate before being given network access. The authentication is
accomplished through the EAP and RADIUS protocols. The key management algorithm is
designed to generate dynamic cryptographic keys to address the weaknesses in WEP.

An RSN is a network that allows only TKIP and/or CCMP. A TSN allows both RSN and
WEP machines.

While the IEEE 802.11i task group was working on completing the 802.11i standard, the
Wi-Fi Alliance adopted Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) as an industry standard. WPA was
based on the parts of the 802.11i standard that were available and uncontroversial at the
time. After 802.11i was ratified, though, the Wi-Fi Alliance adopted the full document as
its WPA Version 2 standard.

In a nutshell, WPA includes TKIP, 802.1X authentication, and dynamic key management.
WPAv2 adds CCMP. Both WPA and WPAv2 have the following modes:

■ Personal mode: Allows pre-shared keys for authentication

■ Enterprise mode: Requires 802.1X authentication

We will look at the enterprise mode here.

Cisco literature often uses a four-ingredient model, as illustrated by Figure 4-4, to
abstract basic wireless security requirements:

■ The authentication framework: The scaffolding necessary for the authentication and
encryption algorithms

■ The authentication algorithm: Provides a secure way of validating user credentials

■ The data privacy algorithm: The cryptographic mechanism for obfuscating data in
transmission

■ The data integrity algorithm: Protects messages in transit from tampering
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Data Privacy
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Data Integrity
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Figure 4-4 WLAN Authentication and Data Privacy

Authentication Framework

The authentication framework provides the scaffolding for the authentication and
encryption algorithms and mechanisms by specifying the protocols and processes. In the
raw 802.11 specification, the authentication framework is provided by the authentication
management frame. This management frame facilitates the open and shared-key authenti-
cation algorithms, without doing the actual authentication.

802.11i specifies the use of the IEEE’s 802.1X port-based access control specification for
access control and the IETF’s EAP authentication framework with RADIUS as the proto-
col for enterprise-grade wireless authentication.

EAP is an authentication framework defined in IETF RFC 3748 and RFC 3579 that is
used to authenticate supplicants. After the supplicant is authenticated, the authenticator
removes the port access restrictions and the authenticated device can begin transmitting
and receiving data frames.

EAP, as defined in RFCs 2284 and 3579, is an authentication framework only. There are
many different authentication algorithms based on the EAP framework, defined either
in other RFCs or as proprietary protocols. The following section covers EAP types in
more detail.

RADIUS is the protocol used to authenticate the supplicant. EAP over RADIUS mes-
sages, as defined in RFC 2869, transport the authentication messages between the
authenticator and authorization server. In RADIUS terminology, the authenticator is the
Network Access Server (NAS) or RADIUS client.
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Figure 4-5 illustrates the 802.11i authentication framework.

Note that 802.1X authentication has three parties:

■ Supplicant: The client device requesting access to network resources.

■ Authenticator: The network unit that controls access to the network. It acts as an
intermediary between the supplicant and the authentication server. In the CUWN,
the WLAN controller is the authenticator.

802.11 Association

EAPOL Messages
EAPOL or EAP Over

Radius Messages
Phase 4 –Key Management

Phase 1–Establish
Data Link Layer

Phase 2–Start EAP
Authentication

Phase 3–EAP Authentication
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EAP Type)

EAPOL Start

EAP Identity Request

EAP Identity Response
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Success Message

EAPOL Message Sequence
(Dependent on EAP Type)

No–EAPOL Fail
Message, 802.11

Disassociate

Success?
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Message Sequence
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Authenticator

Authorizer–
Authentication
Server (AS)

Figure 4-5 802.11i Enterprise Authentication Framework
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■ Authentication server: Grants or denies permission to the supplicant based on the
authentication algorithm and user-based access credentials. The authentication server
is the RADIUS server.

Initially, the wireless station (the supplicant) establishes data link layer connectivity
through the standard 802.11 open authentication. Immediately then, the authenticator
blocks further wireless station access to the network.

Next, the client typically issues an Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN
(EAPoL) start message to begin the authentication process. The authenticator, the WLC,
responds with an EAPoL Identity request.

In the next phase, the device identity is authenticated through an exchange of EAP and
RADIUS messages. We’ve deliberately abstracted this phase at this point because the
mechanics vary by EAP algorithm. Suffice it to say, though, that in this phase, some type
of mutual authentication is necessary to establish two-way trust. The network trusts the
supplicant only after it is authenticated, and the supplicant can only trust the network
after it authenticates the network in some way. The supplicant cannot implicitly trust the
network because some attacker could be spoofing the network elements.

Assuming success in authentication, the key management phase follows. We’ll look at key
management in more detail in the context of data privacy. During key management, a
dynamic encryption key is negotiated for the particular session.

Now finally, after full authentication and session key derivation, the authenticator lifts
the 802.1X port restrictions and the supplicant is allowed access to the network. 

Authentication Algorithm

Recall in the previous sections that the authentication framework includes the use of the
EAP, but the authentication algorithm performs the actual authentication of devices based
on some type of credentials. The authentication algorithm is defined by an EAP type, of
which there are many. Neither 802.11i nor the Wi-Fi Alliance specifies an EAP type, but
the Wi-Fi Alliance currently certifies interoperability with several EAP types as part of the
WPA certification tests: EAP-TLS, EAP Tunneled Transport Layer Security (EAP-TTLS),
Protected EAP (PEAP), and EAP Subscriber Identity Module (EAP-SIM). Additionally,
there are Cisco-developed EAP types—Lightweight EAP (LEAP) and EAP with Flexible
Authentication through Secure Tunneling (EAP-FAST)—that are widely adopted.

The sections that follow cover all of these EAP types, though some in greater detail than
others, starting with the Cisco-developed EAP types. 

LEAP

Prior to the ratification of 802.11i and the WPA certifications, Cisco introduced a propri-
etary EAP type called Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol (LEAP). Some lit-
erature refers to LEAP as Cisco-EAP.

Initially, LEAP support was limited to Cisco Aironet–branded client cards and supplicant
software. Cisco drove wide adoption of LEAP into the market through the Cisco
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Compatible Extensions (CCX) program by making LEAP a mandatory part of the CCX
version 2 specification.

Let’s look at the choreography of LEAP in Figure 4-6 because it illustrates some impor-
tant things.

As shown in Figure 4-6, LEAP has several important characteristics. It includes mutual
authentication and is password based. It is also lightweight in the sense that all that is
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Figure 4-6 Lightweight EAP
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really needed to deploy LEAP is support for it on the three parties of the 802.1X authen-
tication model.

But notice also in Figure 4-6 how there is nothing in LEAP’s choreography to obfuscate
the mutual challenge/challenge-response messages. In 2004, a tool called ASLEAP was
released that exploited weaknesses in the hashing mechanisms in those challenge/chal-
lenge-response messages to recover user credentials. ASLEAP attacks can be mitigated
with strong passwords, but that adds more management overhead and isn’t totally effective.

So LEAP is now deprecated and should not be used. But the wide adoption of LEAP was
a watershed industry development. LEAP was the first EAP type defined specifically for
WLANs. It also provided a viable alternative to WEP at a time when this alternative was
desperately needed and there was not a standards-based alternative. Most importantly, it
proved the viability of 802.1X with EAP as an authentication framework for WLANs
before standards ratification. 

EAP-FAST

EAP-FAST is an acronym for EAP with Flexible Authentication through Secure
Tunneling. Cisco has published the EAP-FAST specification as IETF RFC 4851.

EAP-FAST preserves the lightweight characteristic of LEAP but provides a mechanism to
protect the exchange of credentials during authentication. EAP-FAST uses something
called a Protected Access Credential (PAC) as a unique shared-secret between the suppli-
cant and server. The PAC is used during the EAP-FAST algorithm to establish a TLS tun-
nel that protects the exchange of user authentication messages. The tunnel establishment
is called the outer authentication; the user authentication inside the tunnel is called in
the inner authentication.

Figure 4-7 illustrates the EAP-FAST choreography.

During EAP-FAST Phase 0, the PAC is provisioned on the supplicant using the
Authenticated Diffie-Hellman Protocol. The supplicant can subsequently securely store
the PAC, obviating Phase 0 for future authentications.

During Phase 1, the PAC is used for mutual device authentication that results in a session
tunnel key. This session key is used to secure the authentication exchanges in Phase 2.

Finally, in Phase 2, the user authentication is performed in the TLS tunnel established
during Phase 1.

Now, it’s important to note that the devil is in the details of EAP-FAST implementation.
When automatic PAC provisioning is enabled, an attacker can intercept the PAC and sub-
sequently use that to compromise user credentials. 

There is also a potential attack vector, where an attacker deploys a rogue AP offering serv-
ice to clients. During Phase 1, the attacker rejects the PAC during Phase 1, triggering a
return to the PAC-provisioning phase. Many supplicants are configured to prompt the
user to accept a new PAC. If the target in this attack accepts the new PAC, the attacker can
compromise user credentials when EAP-FAST moves to Phase 2 on the rogue network.
Strong rogue AP management and proper supplicant configuration mitigate this attack.
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Figure 4-7 EAP-FAST

The PAC is issued on a per-user and per-authentication server basis, so if a new user logs
in to the network from a device, or if a device is logging in to a part of the network serv-
iced by a different RADIUS server, a new PAC file must be provisioned. This does present
some obvious challenges from a management perspective in light of the potential attack
vectors just discussed.

EAP-FAST allows manual PAC provisioning and server certificate use during the PAC pro-
visioning phase to mitigate the threats and management challenges. 

PEAP

Protected EAP (PEAP) is similar to EAP-FAST in that it establishes a TLS tunnel to pro-
tect authentication messages; however, PEAP uses a server certificate for outer authenti-
cation and to negotiate the cryptographic keys necessary for the TLS tunnel. Figure 4-8
illustrates the choreography of PEAP.
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Figure 4-8 PEAP

PEAP inner authentication in the TLS tunnel comes in two flavors:

■ PEAP-MSCHAPv2: PEAP-MSCHAPv2 is the most common version of PEAP, so
common in fact that usually when people use the term PEAP, they are referring to
this version of PEAP. PEAP-MSCHAPv2 uses the Microsoft Challenge Handshake
Authentication Protocol version 2 (MSCHAPv2) for the inner authentication method.

■ PEAP-GTC: GTC is an acronym for Generic Token Card, which represents the inner
authentication method, which uses hardware token cards to generate one-time pass-
words for users. 
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EAP-TLS

RFC 5216 defines EAP-TLS. Like PEAP, EAP-TLS uses certificate exchanges for outer
authentication in establishing a TLS tunnel. But, as shown in Figure 4-9, EAP-TLS adds
client-side authentication: The client device must present a certificate that is authenticat-
ed by the server.
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Figure 4-9 EAP-TLS
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The power of this mutual certificate exchange is that it mitigates theoretical man-in-the-
middle attacks to which other authentication types might be vulnerable.

After the mutual exchange is completed, the inner authentication takes place, leading up
to the keying phase.

EAP-TTLS

RFC 5281 defines EAP-TTLS as an authentication algorithm extending the functionality
of EAP-TLS to a number of legacy inner authentication methods. It is listed here for com-
pleteness because the Wi-Fi Alliance includes EAP-TTLS in its WPA interoperability cer-
tifications. 

EAP-SIM

RFC 4186 defines a protocol for authentication and session key derivation through
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) Subscriber Identity Modules (SIM)
infrastructure. The choreography of EAP-SIM is out of the scope of this book but is list-
ed because it is included in the Wi-Fi Alliance WPA test suite.

Selecting an EAP Type

After all this discussion of EAP choreography, which EAP type should you use? The
answer is, it depends.

One of the decision criteria is what EAP types are supported on your client devices. At
the time of this writing, the latest versions of Microsoft Windows have native support
for PEAP, EAP-TLS, LEAP, and EAP-FAST (with the appropriate patches). The latest ver-
sions of Mac OS have support for LEAP, PEAP, EAP-FAST, EAP-TLS, and EAP-TTLS.

If your device’s OS does not support the EAP type you select, you’ll have to install addi-
tional supplicant software. You might decide to do this anyway because add-on suppli-
cants often have additional features you want. Sometimes add-on supplicants just work
better than native OS supplicants.

The other major decision factor customers wrestle with is how much management over-
head to incur. Each EAP type requires some setup and maintenance, and there are usually
trade-offs between manageability and security.

For example, EAP-TLS is probably the most secure of the EAP types covered; however,
it’s also the most difficult to manage because it requires a PKI infrastructure and certifi-
cates on every client device. You might decide that a lighter-weight authentication algo-
rithm such as PEAP or EAP-FAST is good enough. 

Data Privacy and Integrity

The previous section looked at how the 802.11i and WPA standards address the problem
of missing access control and authentication in WEP. This section looks at how the stan-
dard addresses encryption key management. 
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Remember that with WEP, there were two big problems with key management:

■ A big management challenge distributing WEP keys.

■ The keys are shared between all devices in the WLAN.

The 802.11i standard addresses these problems by calling out a mechanism for dynamic
encryption key generation.

Before going into detail, consider the two kinds of keys:

■ Master keys: Used to generate transient keys. The master key exists as long as a sup-
plicant’s authentication is valid, so it can exist across multiple 802.11 associations.

■ Transient keys: Change with each session.

The two phases of the key management process are

■ Master key establishment

■ Key exchange

With master key establishment, the master key is shared between station and authentica-
tor and is subsequently used to negotiate keys that are used to encrypt data. There are
two types of master keys:

■ Pairwise master key (PMK): Used for unicast traffic; there is a PMK instance for
each supplicant.

■ Group master key (GMK): Used for multicast and broadcast traffic; group keys are
shared among all stations and the AP.

When using 802.1X/EAP authentications, the PMK is established following mutual
authentication between the supplicant and authentication server. Figure 4-10 illustrates
the key management phase. 

In Figure 4-10, you can see that following mutual authentication, the PMK is established
between the supplicant and the authentication server. The supplicant and the authentica-
tion server derive the PMK separately. The authentication server then hands the PMK to
the authenticator. The 802.11i specification does not dictate how the PMK is passed to
the authenticator, although it does recommend EAPoL; WPA on the other hand, specifies
that this must be done through RADIUS.

After the PMK is handed off to the authenticator, the supplicant and authenticator nego-
tiate a pairwise transient key (PTK) through a cryptographic four-way handshake. As you
can see in Figure 4-10, the four-way handshake begins with the authenticator and suppli-
cant each generating a cryptographic nonce value. In the first message then, the authenti-
cator sends its nonce to the supplicant. As shown in Figure 4-11, the supplicant uses the
two nonces and the PMK to generate the PTK.
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Figure 4-11 Pairwise Transient Key Generation

In Figure 4-10, you can see that after generating the PTK, the supplicant sends a message
back to the authenticator with its own nonce and a message integrity check (MIC) that
proves the supplicant knows the PMK. After verifying the MIC, the authenticator gener-
ates the PTK using the methodology shown in Figure 4-11.

The authenticator will generate a group transient key (GTK) from the GMK if necessary.
The GTK is used for encrypting multicast and broadcast traffic. Figure 4-12 illustrates
the process for generating the GTK. 

In the third message of the four-way handshake illustrated in Figure 4-11, the authentica-
tor sends its nonce, a MIC based on the PMK, the receive sequence counter (RSC), and
the GTK. The RSC is the current sequence counter for the GTK. The GTK requires a
sequence counter to prevent an attacker from replaying a broadcast message. After the
supplicant verifies the MIC, it installs the PTK and GTK. It then sends the confirmation
message to the authenticator that includes a MIC. After the authenticator confirms the
MIC, it installs the PTK and GTK. At this point, the wireless station can begin sending
and receiving data. The data is encrypted with part of the PTK.

Take a moment to revisit the generation of the GTK. Figure 4-12 illustrates the process
for generating the GTK from the GMK.

An obvious question is, where does the GMK come from? The answer is that the authen-
ticator generates the GMK. The authenticator then uses the GMK to generate the GTK.
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Figure 4-12 Group Transient Key Generation

As you probably have deduced, all devices associated to an AP share the GTK. The GTK
will be regenerated in the following situations:

■ When a MIC failure occurs (more on that in the next section)

■ When a client disassociates or is deauthenticated

■ After a specified interval

When a new GTK is generated, it is sent in an encrypted message to each associated
wireless station. This is a two-way handshake process, as illustrated in Figure 4-13. 

You should have noticed in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 that there is both a pairwise and group
key hierarchy and that this hierarchy is different for CCMP and TKIP. The sections that
follow examine CCMP and TKIP in greater detail. For now, note that the PTK is made up
of several keys:

■ EAPoL Confirmation Key

■ EAPoL Encryption Key

■ Temporal Key
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Figure 4-13 Group Transient Key Two-Way Handshake

In the case of TKIP, the Temporal Key is actually a Temporal Encryption Key and the
MICs from the four-way handshake. The Temporal Encryption Key is used in the data
encryption and decryption. The EAPoL keys are used to secure transactions across the
air whenever encryption keys need to be sent from the authenticator to the supplicant. 

Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP)
At this point, you should understand how the standards bodies have addressed WEP defi-
ciencies when it comes to authentication and key management. Now it’s time to look at
how the cryptographic flaws have been addressed. This section looks at TKIP in detail,
while the next section examines CCMP. 

Recall that the basic cryptographic problems with WEP centered on the following items:

■ IV choice and reuse

■ ICV flaws

■ “Weak” RC4 keys
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The design challenges before the standards bodies for TKIP were that TKIP had to “fix”
the WEP cryptographic deficiencies and at the same time had to work with legacy
802.11 equipment. Basically, this meant that TKIP had to work within the mechanical
framework of WEP using RC4.

The TKIP designers settled on a solution that involves three protocols to supplement WEP:

■ Michael MIC

■ TKIP Sequence Counter (TSC)

■ Key-mixing algorithm

Michael MIC is a message integrity check mechanism to augment the WEP ICV.
Remember that the WEP ICV failed to protect against bit-flipping. TKIP uses the Michael
hashing algorithm instead that is not vulnerable to bit-flipping. Essentially, the Michael
MIC is a hash value calculated from a 64-bit key derived from one-half of the lower-order
128 bits of the PTK (see Figures 4-11 and 4-12) and a padded MAC service data unit
(MSDU) from the network layer. The padded MSDU is the MSDU with some additional
fields, including the source and destination MAC addresses and some additional special
octet values. This padded MSDU is used only for the Michael MIC calculation. 

The Michael MIC was selected because it is computationally inexpensive. The 802.11i
task group felt that this was important because the algorithm needed to run on legacy
hardware with limited CPU horsepower. As such, Michael MIC is a trade-off between
cryptographic strength and computational complexity. The 802.11i amendment itself calls
Michael MIC “weak protection against active attacks.”

So the 802.11i amendment calls out some countermeasures. Specifically, 802.11i requires
that all Michael MIC failures be logged and that, in the event that two Michael MIC fail-
ures (on either the AP or the client) occur within one minute, both the station and AP are
to disable all packet reception and transmission and the AP is to deauthenticate and dis-
associate all wireless clients. The ICV is always checked before the MIC to make it harder
for an attacker to create deliberate MIC failures, which in itself could be a DoS attack.

The TKIP Sequence Counter (TSC) is used to strengthen the IV and prevent replay
attacks on the system. The TSC is a 48-bit counter that starts at 0 and is incremented with
each packet.

The TSC protects against replay attacks in two ways:

■ Each device records the highest TSC value it has seen for a MAC address. If a packet
arrives with a TSC value less than or equal to the current highest TSC value, the
packet is discarded because the receiver assumes that the packet has been replayed.

■ The TSC is used in the key-mixing algorithm for both encryption and decryption al-
gorithms, so if the TSC is tampered with in transit, the ICV and MIC will fail and the
packet will be discarded.

Figure 4-14 illustrates the TKIP packet format. 
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In Figure 4-14, you can see that the 48 bits of the TSC are split up into 6 bytes, TSC0

through TSC5. The low-order bytes, TSC0 and TSC1, are joined with a specially crafted
byte to create a standard 24-bit IV that is designed to avoid FMS weak keys. Bytes TSC2

through TSC5 are placed in a new field called the Extended IV field. A bit is set in the
Key ID byte to indicate that the Extended IV is in use. We will see shortly how all 6
bytes of the TSC are used in the key-mixing algorithm.

The TSC protects against IV reuse because a TSC is never repeated for a given key; when
a new key is generated, the TSC is reset to 0. So even if an attacker were to retrieve a key
stream for a packet, the key stream would be worthless.

The third protocol that TKIP introduces is a key-mixing algorithm that ensures a unique
per-packet 128-bit WEP key generated from the Temporal Encryption Key (TEK). As
shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12, the TEK is the high-order 128-bits of the PTK.

Figure 4-15 illustrates the TKIP key-mixing algorithm. 

In Phase 1, the most significant 32 bits of the TSC are “mixed” with the transmitter’s 48-
bit MAC address and the high-order 80 bits of the TEK. The output is an 80-bit TKIP
Transmit Address and Key (TTAK).

The TTAK is “mixed” with the entire TEK and TSC in Phase 2. The output is a 128-bit
WEP key that is used to seed the RC4 keystream generator. The first 24 bits of the 128-
bit key are the IV constructed from the least significant TSC bytes and the specially
crafted byte, as shown previously in Figure 4-14.

TKIP provides strong protection, but the 802.11i task group wanted to do better.
Particularly important was to have a solution that satisfies the U.S. government FIPS-
140-2 certification requirements and that calls for AES encryption. That solution is CCMP. 
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Figure 4-14 TKIP Packet Format
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Figure 4-15 TKIP Key-Mixing Algorithm

Counter/CBC-MAC Protocol (CCMP)

CCMP is the strongest confidentiality, integrity, and replay protection protocol suite
available for WLAN security. It is based on AES and is the core of the 802.11i RSN and
the WPAv2 specification. CCMP is thus the preferred solution if all the WLAN devices
in the system can support it.

An in-depth discussion of AES is beyond the scope of this chapter. We will just look at it
in the abstract as it is applied to CCMP. The Counter part of the CCMP name is from an
AES counter mode that provides the data privacy. The CBC-MAC part of the name
comes from the Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code that is used as a
message integrity check.

WEP and TKIP rely on the RC4 stream cipher for encryption. In contrast, AES is a block
cipher. A block cipher operates on chunks of data as opposed to a stream of bytes.

Figure 4-16 illustrates how AES counter mode works to encrypt plain text.

The plain text is chopped into 128-bit chunks. A 128-bit counter is AES encrypted and
then XORed with the first 128-bit chunk of plain text. The counter is then incremented
and the process repeated on the next 128-bit chunk. The process is repeated until the
entire plain text is exhausted. Then the 128-bit chunks of cipher text are concatenated to
produce the full encrypted text.
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Figure 4-16 AES Counter Mode

Now, the decryption of this encrypted text is really simple. The decrypting entity chops
up the encrypted text into 128-bit chunks. It then uses the same algorithm shown in
Figure 4-16, starting with the same counter value. But instead of XORing the encrypted
counters with plain text, the encrypted counters are XORed with the 128-bit chunks of
cipher text. The output is the decrypted chunks of plain text. These chunks are then
reassembled as the full plain-text message.

Figure 4-17 illustrates the AES CBC-MAC mode.
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Figure 4-17 AES CBC-MAC Mode
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As you can see from Figure 4-17, the plain text is again broken into chunks. The first
chunk is AES encrypted to produce a chunk of cipher text. This chunk of cipher text is
then XORed with the next block of plain text and then AES encrypted. The process is
then repeated until the plain-text chunks are exhausted. The final value is the MIC.

So now that you understand the mechanics of the CCM algorithm, the next step is to see
how it is applied. Figure 4-18 shows the CCMP packet format.

What you’ll notice is that this looks a lot like the TKIP packet format. Instead of the TSC,
though, CCMP uses a 48-bit packet number (PN) that is split into two parts. The
Extended IV bit is also set in the KeyID field. 

The MIC is a 64-bit value computed with CBC-MAC mode. The plain-text input into the
CBC-MAC mode is the plain-text data plus the parts of the MAC header that cannot be
changed in the event of a retransmission. The parts of the MAC header included in the
MIC calculation are called the Additional Authentication Data (AAD).

Figure 4-19 shows the CCMP encapsulation process.

You’ve already seen how the CCM algorithm encrypts the data using AES counter mode
and computes the MIC through CBC-MAC. The encryption key input into the AES
encryption algorithm is the CCMP Temporal Key derived from the PTK.

Remember that AES counter mode needs a counter value that is unique per packet. This
counter value is the nonce shown in Figure 4-19. The nonce is assembled from the priority
and source address fields from the MAC header and the packet number.
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Figure 4-18 CCMP Packet Format
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Figure 4-20 shows the CCMP decapsulation process.

When a packet is received, the receiver extracts the PN and compares it against the value
it has stored. If the PN has increased, the receiver knows that the packet has not been
replayed.

The receiver knows the CCMP Temporal Key and can compute the nonce from the MAC
and CCMP headers. It can then run the AES counter mode algorithm to decrypt the
cipher text. As we’ve already seen, AES counter mode decryption is essentially the same
as AES counter mode encryption, except that the operations are performed on the
cipher text.

The MIC is then computed and compared to the decrypted MIC value to verify that the
packet has not been tampered with. 

Alternative Approaches to Authentication and Data Privacy

There are, of course, alternative approaches to WPA/WPAv2 Enterprise. A full
802.1X/EAP authentication solution is overkill for most home and many small-office
WLAN implementations. The IEEE standards and WFA committees recognized this
from the beginning and so allow an implementation using pre-shared keys (PSK). In a
PSK implementation, there is a shared secret—the pre-shared key (PSK)—between the
wireless station and authenticator. This shared secret is used as a passphrase to negotiate
per-session encryption keys with the authenticator, as described in the key management
sections.
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Figure 4-19 CCMP Encapsulation Process
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Figure 4-20 CCMP Decapsulation Process

We’d be remiss if we didn’t at least mention overlay options as an approach to securing
WLANs. Overlays typically allow 802.11 open authentications to the wireless network
and leverage back-end mechanisms for user authentication and data privacy and to pro-
tect networked resources. Some customers, usually universities, don’t bother with user
authentication and data privacy, treating the WLAN as a public resource.

Some WLAN implementers simply don’t trust anything other than VPNs, or for some
reason cannot or won’t implement 802.1X authentication. Typically, VPN solutions treat
the 802.11 network as completely untrusted, treating the WLAN as a logically separate
entity from the rest of the network. Usually, the WLC is firewalled off from the rest of
the network and the APs reside on their own VLAN infrastructure. Traffic aggregated at
the controller is directed to the VPN concentrator. You can see how this creates a lot of
complexity in the wired network, which is why VPN overlay solutions have mostly been
deprecated in favor of the wireless standards-based approaches.

Another overlay variant is to use browser redirects for web authentication, either through
the native capabilities on the controller or through an external web-authentication box.
These architectures were discussed in the context of guest access. 

Rogue Access Point Detection and Wireless Intrusion Prevention

Remember the earlier discussion of rogue access points and devices and the other poten-
tial vulnerabilities presented by readily available profiling and attack tools? A comprehen-
sive wireless security approach usually requires some type of rogue device detection and
wireless intrusion prevention system (WIPS).
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The most crude detection technique is “sneaker net.” An IT staffer laces up his or her
“sneakers” and walks the campus with a WLAN sniffer or other reconnaissance tools,
looking for unauthorized wireless devices and potential attackers. This isn’t a bad
approach for small deployments, where it’s usually pretty effective and good exercise too!

However, sneaker net just doesn’t scale to a large or geographically dispersed deploy-
ment. Furthermore, it’s pretty easy to defeat and pretty low yield for the amount of
effort. One large enterprise we frequently work with used sneaker net to find rogues. At
first, the IT staff found the sneaker net technique pretty effective. But after a few months,
they began to find the technique was pretty much good only as physical exercise. It was a
lot of effort for a pretty low yield; they rarely found rogues but still suspected there were
many of them out there connected to their network.

After reevaluating their approach, they decided to take advantage of embedded rogue
detection and location capabilities in their Cisco WLAN. Sure enough, as soon as they
began using the embedded tools, many rogues were identified and located. One of the
employees guilty of rogue deployments confessed that he had figured out the IT staff’s
rogue hunting schedule and simply removed the rogue until the IT staffer walked by!

All modern WLAN vendors including Cisco implement over-the-air rogue detection and
WIPS using the entire WLAN system. Typically this involves sampling the RF environ-
ment at the AP radio interfaces and applying higher-level forensic analysis at the WLC or
management software. For WIPS, this involves comparing traffic patterns against signa-
tures that profile known attacks. For rogue AP detection, this involves collecting 802.11
beacons from the environment and culling out the beacons that are sourced from devices
not belonging to the WLAN system. Can you see the problem with this approach,
though?

We’ve run a WLAN sniffer in the Cisco office in midtown Manhattan and identified
upwards of 350 different WLAN networks by simply capturing beacons. Each of these
networks is probably a legitimate network belonging to someone. The beacons are just
propagating out of their coverage area. You should be able to see that separating real
rogues from other legitimate 802.11 networks is nontrivial, especially if you’re trying to
make the classification manually. 

Cisco has tools that give you pretty granular location of rogue APs, and this is pretty
helpful in classifying true rogues. Cisco has also implemented algorithms for identifying
rogue devices as connected to the wired network and tracing the rogue to an actual
switchport. When you can determine that a rogue AP is connected to your network, you
can be pretty certain that it is in fact a rogue AP.

After you classify an AP as a rogue, Cisco gives you tools to suppress the rogue. The
most effective of these techniques allows you to shut off the switchport the rogue is con-
nected to. Essentially, this renders most rogues useless. Cisco also has the ability to do
over-the-air containment. When the WLAN system sees legitimate wireless clients con-
necting to a rogue, 802.11 deauthentication frames with the rogue MAC source spoofed
are sent to the client.
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In this base solution, the APs sample the environment during normal operation. APs have
on-board WIPS signatures that, when triggered, create alerts that get forwarded through
the WLC to WCS, where logic and rules are applied.

As far as rogue AP detection is concerned, the WLC collects sampled data from the APs
and identifies potential rogue devices. The WCS takes this information and applies classi-
fication logic. After it is classified, the network administrator can initiate rogue AP con-
tainment strategies.

Figure 4-22 shows the more sophisticated solution with Cisco Adaptive WIPS running on
the Mobility Service Engine (MSE) platform.

Access Points
(Data Sampling �
WIPS Signatures)

Wireless Control System
Rogue Classification, Mitigation

Wireless
Attacker

Rogue
Access Point

WLAN Controller
Rogue Detection,

Northbound Reporting

CAPW
AP CAPW

AP

Figure 4-21 Rogue AP and WIPS Base Solution

The CUWN has two tiers of offerings. Figure 4-21 shows the base-level rogue AP and
WIPS solution. 
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This more advanced solution contains a superset of the base solution’s functionality.
There are more signatures and a more accurate and sophisticated classification engine
running on the MSE. Also, this solution potentially uses dedicated monitor mode

APs, dedicated to sampling the air, so there is significantly more data for the system to
work with.

Further details on rogue AP management and WIPS are a chapter unto themselves.
Furthermore, at the time of this writing, the details and nuances of both solutions were
under analysis and discussion by the Cisco engineering teams, so any details we might
include now might be obsolete when you read them. We suggest you work closely with
your Cisco representatives for the details if you’re interested in these topics. 
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Figure 4-22 Rogue AP and WIPS Base Solution
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Secure Management and Security Policies

It’s always important to remember that any device in a network can be attacked. WLAN
infrastructure devices are no different in this respect than routers and switches. It’s always
a good idea to follow sensible secure management practices.

A discussion on secure management practices is a chapter unto itself. We won’t spend much
time on it. Basically, you should try to follow these general security recommendations:

■ Use centralized authentication and authorization (TACACS+ for example) for admin-
istrative device access if possible.

■ Select secure management protocols such as SSH, HTTPS, and SNMPv3 over inse-
cure protocols such as Telnet, HTTP, SNMPv1, and SNMPv2, if possible.

■ When you can’t use centralized authentication and authorization and/or secure man-
agement protocols, try to find other ways of securing access. For example, use
obscure and strong passwords and SNMP community strings. You can also use
access control lists (ACL) to restrict management access to specific hosts.

■ Disable all unnecessary services on WLAN devices.

■ Limit management connectivity to specific platforms using ACLs or an equivalent
mechanism.

This is obviously not a comprehensive list, but you get the idea. There are some good
papers referenced at the end of the chapter that will help you with secure management
practices.

Protecting WLAN client devices is fundamentally a desktop management problem. The
best thing you can do is make sure that your mobile users are running host-based securi-
ty solutions like personal firewalls and maintaining current antivirus software.
Furthermore, you can eliminate many of the problems related to misconfigured wireless
clients by preprovisioning supplicant profiles for your end users. There’s a little bit more
work up front, but it’s definitely worth it.

It’s always a good idea to periodically audit your WLAN configurations to be sure that
there aren’t any unintentional security holes. Cisco offers tools to periodically check AP
configurations and provide alerts when security policies are violated. The CUWN
enforces security policies at the controllers, so policy monitoring and enforcement are de
facto parts of the architecture. 
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Summary

There is a lot of information in this chapter about WLAN security. We examined the
potential vulnerabilities in an 802.11 WLAN. The risks discussed were as follows:

■ Vulnerabilities inherent to the radio transmission medium

■ Vulnerabilities inherent to the standards definitions

■ Vulnerabilities inherent to mobility

■ Readily available profiling and attack tools

■ Misconfigured wireless devices and clients

■ Rogue access points and devices

We then looked in detail at how the 802.11 WEP standard was broken and how the newer
802.11i, WPA, and WPAv2 standards solve the WEP problems and allow strong authenti-
cation and data privacy through 802.1X/EAP and TKIP and CCMP. We also looked at
overlay options.

The chapter concluded with a look at other aspects of WLAN security, including rogue
device detection and mitigation, wireless intrusion detection and protection, secure man-
agement practices, techniques for protecting WLAN client devices, and security configu-
ration policy monitoring and enforcement, as well as how to deal with RF containment
challenges.

This has been a lot of information for sure, but you should now know enough about
WLAN security to understand what it takes to secure a WLAN deployment.
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mobility

inherent security risks, 84–85

of CUWN architecture, 143–147

mobility domains, 147

Monitor menu (WCS), 199

Client Monitoring option, 206–208

Controllers and AP option, 204–206

Maps option, 199–204

MRC (maximum–ratio–combining
diversity), 55

MSE (mobility services engine), 8,
223

multicast, 244

administratively scoped addresses,
247

best practices

wireless CAPWAP fragmenta-
tion, 277–278

wireless multicast roaming,
275–277

WLC placement, 279–280

for CUWN

AP-to-client delivery, 256

client-to-AP delivery, 
256–259

IGMP, 253–255

link-local addresses, 247–248

PIM, 250–251

Auto–RP, 251

configuring, 252

routers, configuring, 265–266

supported applications, 244

versus unicast, 246

VideoStream, 267

multicast reliability, 268–269

QoS, 269–272

WLC, configuring, 272–273

WLC, configuring, 259

MGIDs, 262–264

Multicast Mobility Messaging,
264–265

multicast distribution trees

shared trees, 249–250

SPT, 249

multicast distribution trees 289



Multicast Mobility Messaging,
configuring multicast on WLC,
264–265

multicast–unicast delivery mode
(CUWN), 257

multipath MIMO, 48–51

N–O

N:1 WLC redundancy, 141

N:N WLC redundancy, 141

N:N:1 WLC redundancy, 142

noise, 12

OEAP (Office Extend AP), 
132, 155

OTAP (Over-the-Air 
Provisioning), 166

outage planning, 128–130

over–the–air containment, 115

P

PAC (Protected Access 
Credential), 98

packet aggregation, 67

BACK, 69

GI, 69

RIFS, 69

packet flow in CUWN, 32–34

panic roam, 128

PCO (phased coexistence), 64

PEAP, 99–100

PEAP–GTC, 100

PEAP–MSCHAPv2, 100

performance

of 802.11n, predicting, 76

troubleshooting, 180

coverage issues, 180–182

interference issues, 180, 183–186

Voice over WLAN, 189–191

PHY, 15, 19–21

PIM (Protocol Independent
Multicasting), 250–251

configuring, 252

Sparse mode, Auto–RP, 251

placement 

of MIMO antenna arrays, 58

of WLCs, best practices, 279–280

planning tools (WCS), 236–237

PMK (pairwise master key), 103

point calibration model, 240

power conservation, designing for,
132–133

power management (802.11n), 66

power outages, planning for, 
128–130

predicting 802.11n performance, 76

PSMP (power save multiple poll), 66

Q–R

QoS for VideoStream, 269, 
270–272

radio chains (MIMO), 50

radio frequency spectrum, 802.11n,
supported frequencies, 42

radio transmission, security risks

physical containment, 81

unlicensed radio spectrum, 81–82

RADIUS, 94

RBAC (Role-Based Access Control),
WCS Administration menu,
225–228

RC4 cipher algorithm, 87
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RDP (Reverse Direction Protocol), 71

receive–only radio chains, 50

receiver diversity, 42, 51–52

branch selection diversity, 52

branch–combining diversity, 53–55

equal gain combining diversity, 55

MMSE–combining diversity, 55

MRC, 55

redundancy

N:1 WLC redundancy, 141

N:N WLC redundancy, 141

N:N:1 WLC redundancy, 142

reporting functionality of WCS,
209–210

requirements

for 100 percent wireless access 
layer, 124

for WCS, 197

for WLAN coverage, 125–128

resiliency of CUWN architecture,
139–141

N:1 WLC redundancy, 141

N:N WLC redundancy, 141

N:N:1 WLC redundancy, 142

RF chains, 48

RF interference, planning for,
131–132

RF jamming attacks, 131

RFC 5415. See CAPWAP

RIFS (Reduced Inter–Frame 
Spacing), 69

risks to security, radio transmission

physical containment, 81

unlicensed radio spectrum, 81–82

Rivest, Ron, 87

roaming, 144

roaming performance (VoWLAN),
189–191

rogue APs

detecting, 114–117

inherent security risks, 85–86

routers, configuring multicast,
265–266

RPF (Reverse Path Forwarding), 250

RRC (Resource Reservation and
Control), 270–272

RRM (Radio Resource Management),
3, 12

RSN (Robust Security Network), 93

S

S-GI (short guard interval), 69

scalability of CUWN architecture

mobility, 143–145

mobility domains, 147

security

802.11 vulnerabilities

authentication and encryption,
82–83

unauthenticated management
frames, 83–84

authentication, selecting EAP type,
102

IEEE 802.11 vulnerabilities,
solutions, 86–92

misconfigured devices, inherent 
risks, 85

mobility vulnerabilities, 84–85

recommendations, 118

requirements, 93

authentication algorithm,
96–102

authentication framework,
94–96

data privacy and integrity,
102–114
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rogue APs, inherent risks, 85–86

vulnerabilities

radio transmission, 81

unlicensed radion spectrum,
81–82

WLANs with autonomous APs,
issues with, 10

selecting EAP type, 102

server requirements for WCS, 197

Service menu (WCS), 223–224

services block deployment, 
151–152

shared trees, 249–250

shared-key authentication as
inadequate security solution,
90–92

show client summary command, 171

show ip mroute command, 266

smart antennas, 44

SMPS (spatial multiplexing power
save), 66

sneaker net, 115

software-based phones (Voice over
WLAN), 186

solutions to 802.11 security risks, 86

authentication, 90, 92

WEP, 87–90

Sparse mode (PIM), 251

spatial multiplexing, 45–47

spectrum analyzers, 162–163

Spectrum Expert, 163

spectrum management, planning for
RF interference, 131–132

Split MAC, 22

split MAC architecture, 7

Split MAC mode, 29–30

SPT (Shortest Path Tree), 249

SSID mismatch, 176

standards

CAPWAP, 21–23

control messages, 24, 32

data messages, 24, 32–33

Local MAC mode, 30–31

Split MAC mode, 29–30

state machine, 24–26

transport, 28–29

versus LWAPP, 22–23

IEEE 802.11, 15–16

PHY, 19–21

Split MAC, 22

IETF, 18–19

state machine (CAPWAP), 24–26

discovery state, 26–28

STBC (space–time block coding), 
42, 47

switched diversity, 42

T

templates (WCS)

AP configuration templates, 220, 223

auditing, 216–220

TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity
Protocol), 93, 107–109

transient keys, 103

transmit diversity, 47

transmit–and–receive radio chains, 50

troubleshooting

802.11 wireless networks

explained, 158

spectrum analyzers, 162–163

WCS, 160

wireless protocol analyzer,
160–161

WLC CLI, 159–160
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coverage issues, 180–182

CUWN

client troubleshooting, 177

client troubleshooting with
WCS, 172–176

client troubleshooting with
WLC CLI, 171–172

explained, 163–165

IP address assignment,
179–180

LWAPP/CAPWAP discovery
process, 165–170

network considerations, 170

SSID mismatch, 176

Wired Equivalent Privacy, 177

WPA–PSK, 177

WPA/WPA2 Enterprise with
802.1X, 177–179

explained, 157–158

interference issues, 180, 183–186

Location Services

AP density, 192–193

AP placement, 193

explained, 191–192

Voice over WLAN

challenges, 187–188

coverage holes, 188

dual–mode handsets, 186

handsets, 186

moving voice to 5 GHz,
188–189

roaming performance, 
189–191

software–based phones, 186

TSN (Transition Security 
Network), 93

TxBF (transmit beam forming), 
43–44

U

unauthenticated management frames,
IEEE 802.11 security risks, 83–84

unicast, 245–246

unlicensed frequency spectrum, 21

uplink, 51

V

verifying

APs have joined WLC, 169

WLC time setting, 169

VideoStream, 267

multicast reliability, 268–269

QoS, 269–272

WLC, configuring, 272–273

Virtual Domains, WCS
Administration menu, 228–235

VoWLAN (Voice over WLAN),
troubleshooting

challenges, 187–188

coverage holes, 188

dual–mode handsets, 186

handsets, 186

moving voice to 5 GHz,
188–189

roaming performance,
189–191

software–based phones, 186

W

WCS (Wireless Control System), 
8, 195

AP configuration templates, 220, 223

auditing, 216–220

calibration tools, 238, 240–241
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Configure menu, 210–212

configuration templates,
212–215

menus, 198–199

Administration, 224–235

Monitor, 199–208

Service, 223–224

planning tools, 236–237

reporting functionality, 209–210

requirements, 197

troubleshooting 

802.11 wireless networks 
with, 160

CUWN client issues with,
172–176

websites, Cisco Design Zone for
Mobility, 196

WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy),
82–83, 87–90, 177

WFA (Wi-Fi Alliance), 16–18

Wi-Fi CERTIFIED program, 18

WIPS (wireless intrusion prevention
system), 114–117

wireless CAPWAP fragmentation,
277–278

wireless LAN controller
command–line interface 
(WLC CLI)

troubleshooting 802.11 wireless
networks with, 159–160

troubleshooting CUWN client issues
with, 171–172

wireless multicast roaming, 275, 277

wireless protocol analyzer, 160–161

WLAN template (WCS), 215

WLCs

failover, designing for, 129–130

multicast, configuring, 259

MGIDs, 262–264

Multicast Mobility Messaging,
264–265

need for, 4

placement of, best practices,
279–280

reasons for using, 5

time setting, verifying, 169

VideoStream, configuring, 
272–273

WLC CLI (wireless LAN controller
command–line interface)

troubleshooting 802.11 wireless
networks with, 159–160

troubleshooting CUWN client issues
with, 171–172

WMM (Wireless Multimedia), 18

QoS for VideoStream, 269–272

WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access), 
18, 83

WPA–PSK, 177

WPA/WPA2 Enterprise with 802.1X,
177–179

WPAv2, 83

enterprise mode, 93

authentication algorithm,
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authentication framework,
94–96

data privacy and integrity,
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